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Global Sheeter Supplier
MarquipWardUnited and Apollo Sheeting Systems provide the performance and product quality
needed to increase the profitability of your sheeting operations.

SHEETING MACHINERY

 eCon (1450/1650 mm, 57/64”)
The eCon is a highly standardized dual rotary sheeter with a remarkable cost to output ratio. This sheeter has
fixed configurations and few options to suit general purpose non specialized applications. Designed to work and
priced to sell.
 Apollo CTS (1450 mm, 57”)
The CTS Single Rotating Knife Sheeter offers speeds and accuracy normally associated with Dual Rotary machines.
Ruggedly constructed, this machine provides sustainable quality production for converters and commercial
printers. A High accuracy (+/- 0.15mm 0.006”) cut to register option for print, hologram and watermark allows
single web sheeting of lightweight materials up to 250m/min, 800f/min.
 TSKM (1450/1650 mm, 57/64”)
The TSKM is the clear technology and efficiency leader in the narrow width entry level Dual Rotary Sheeter
market. Advanced features and innovative design allow this machine to fall within the budget of small and
medium sized converters, folding carton plants and commercial printers.
 SheetWizard (1650/1850 mm, 65/73”)
Specifically designed for production needs of small to medium sized converters and folding carton plants at a
significantly lower cost. The SheetWizard can run both paper and board and provides superior cut accuracy.
 SheetRunner™ (1500/1850 mm, 59/73”)
Designed for folding carton plants and commercial printers, this dual-rotary sheeting system’s integral design
allows for easy, low-cost installation with minimal floor space requirements.
 SheetPro™ (1500/1850 mm, 59/73”) (2200/2500 mm, 87/98”)
The SheetPro™ has been specifically designed to meet the production needs of those who require high tonnage
output. This multi-purpose, dual-rotary sheeter accurately cut both fine paper and paperboard for maximum
flexibility. With the best short sheet speed curve in the industry, the SheetPro™ is also configurable with multiple
paper delivery and continuous run pallet discharge systems.
 Knife Retrofit
The Knife Retrofit provides many of the benefits of a new sheeter at a substantially reduced price. A knife retrofit
can result in improved cut quality and sheet accuracy, reduced waste increased production and the ability to run
higher calipers and shorter sheets.
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